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STATUS OF THE ERA Rm.EI\HCH AT BERKELEY 

Denis Keefe 
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 

Ubiversity of California 
Berkeley 1 California 

I Introduction 

This ~port will give a brief review of our recent activities at Berkeley in 

research·on the electron-ring accelerator. In our first maJor high-intensity experi-

ment two years ago at the Astron facility in Livermore, in which we used a ring-forming 

device called Compressor II, we succeeded in forming high-quality rings suitable for 
. 1 

the acceleration of ions. A year ago we returned to the Astron facility' with a more 

elaborate device, Compressor m, which had additional capabilities that allowed the 

rings tO be extracted and accelerated in a magnetic field. To our chagrin1 in the 

short tillle allotted ve vere unable to re-create high-quality' rings suitable for ion 

acceleration. In the interval between these experilllents we were ha,rd at work designing 

a high-current electron linear induction accelerator and in the last year have complet-

ed its construction. It is now an operational device at 2 MeV and ring-forming experi

ments are unden{ey 1 on a regularly scheduled basis, w1 th Compressor IV. Towards the end 

of the calendar year we Will increase the energy to 4 MeV and begin acceleration exper

iments w1 th Compressor V. We have also had a short stuey on the usefulness of an ERA 

for a high-energy proton accelerator w1 th attention to the seiection of parameters and 

technolOgical feasibility. 

n . Compressor III Experiment 

.An axial section of the apparatus is shown schematica.l..l.y in Fig. 1. The alumina 

vacuum. chamber is surrounded by four pairs of magnetic compression coils and the right

~d coil of the innermost. set_ is developed 1nto a solenoid about one meter long, 

l.nside which the ring can be accelerated axia.l..l.y to the right. The principle of the 

1esign was as follows. Electrons from the 3.6 MeV Astron accelerator were injected 

(into the plane of the paper) on an orbit of.radius R = 18.5 em, correspond!~ to a 

rield supplied by Coil Set 1 of some 700 G~ Sequential pulsing of the coils in an over

lll time of about 8oo ~sec leads to compression of the ring to a final maJor radius of 

mffiNT lS u~· ..,..Y12UTlON OF THIS nOC 
omA~M . . 
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H "" 3.5 em, tw well no nzimuthul nccclcrntlon or tho oloctrono in tho rtng .to nbout 18 

!>leV. I1' cvc.rythlng is well-behaved, the minor ring dimensions, ~ radially and~ 

axiall.y, should. also shrink by approximately the same factor as the major radius. In 

this wa;y a ring with high electric holding field, E ..c Ne/R(a+b), can be generated. 

After. compression to a field of 20 kG, an auxiliary circuit produces an unbalance of 

current between the left and right-band solenoids of Coil set 3. In about 100 J.lSec 

the field in the left-hand coil rises to 45 kGJ that in the right-hand falls slightly, 

and the plane ot: the closed orbit moves to the right, out of the compressor and well 

into the right-hand solenoid. With correct adJustments, the r1Dg can be brought to 
. <mr 

a point vhere not only the rad1al com;ponent1 . Br' but also rz vanishes, and 11' it 

thereafter experiences a small positive value of Br' 1 t wUl accelerate smoothl..y to 

the right •. A dielectric image cylinder (see ~ig •. l) helps p:rovide U1al. focussing 

beyond this point. 

This extraction and acceleration B7S• appea.red to function exactly as designed. 

Rings were moved out of the compressor and, at the release point, electrons were 

observed to be accelerated ax2ally to the right. These electrons, however, were 

spread out axial.l7 and did not remain together in a cOm;pact ring for reasons 'Which 

later became veey clear. A careful stuay of ring diJnensions and properties at 

different current levels .revealed that the rillgs f'o:med 1n Compressor 3 were of much . . 

poorer quality (1.e. lcnrar B&1 larger.! aod ~) than tbose 1n COIII;p1"8SSOr 2 (see Table l). 

Parameter 

Be at 10 11 sec 

'B
8 

at 90 11 sec 

a (Syn. Light) 

a (l/4 beam) 

a (full beam) 

b. (s;rn. Light): 

b (full beam) : 

TAliLE I 

Colapa.rison of Ring Paremeters 

Com:pressor 2 

2- 4 X lrf-2 

2- 4 X lrf-2 

0.24 c:m 

0.25 = 

0.16 = 
0.15 - 0.3 Clll 

Com:pressor 3 

2- 4.x 1rf-2 

l X 1rf-2 

> 0.24 = 
0.3 em 

0.6 Clll 

0.5 Clll 

oscm. 

With such cU.tfuee· .rings, oal.oulat1ons show tbat a rillg could not survive relense and 
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nccclcration.o.nd retain its compact integrity. 

Subsequent· analysis of the data suggests that both collective and single-particle 

effects were ~ blame for the poor qual.i ty of the rings. The large radial spread is 

interpretable in terms of a severe negative mass instability near inJection time lead-

ing to large momentum spread. In support of this 1 the momentum spread of the beam 

from the new, version of the Astro"n accelerator wa.s found to be smaller by a. factor five 

or more than that from the old Astron accelerator used for Compressor II. (The Landau 

damping of the instability depends on the square of this quantity.} The harmonic field 

perturbations were larger in Compressor III and led to betatron resonances. Also the 

field derivatives 0~ for2 and o3n for3 were larger and led to trouble with the . z z 
homogeneous resonance at n = 0.5• It was not possible to study, disentangle, and cure 

these effects within the short run (three weeks} 1 in tilll.e to accelerate ions. The ex

periment unde~. at present at Berkeley (Compressor IV} is addressed to separating 

and_understanding the instability effects that were present in Compressor III. 

III The :Berkeley Electron Linear Induction Accelerator 

The basic idea of linear induction acceleration is to use cores of magnetic 

material surroundiM the beam~ so that when a -primB.rY current pulse BWitched from a 

sui table p~se-forming network is applied to the core 1 the induction field appearing 

ac1'0as a gap accelerates the electron beam, which acts as the secondary of the trans-
2 . . 

former. In the form built by Christofilos et al and also used by the Dubna group, 

the cores are made of tape-wound iron alloy, each supplying 10 keV to the beam, and 

driven by a pulse switched from a pulse-line by a teyratron. 

The appreciably shorter pulse-length needed for electron ring research eased the 

pressure for a large number of volt-seconds for the core and allowed the use of ferrite. 

In turn, the high voltage properties of ferrite permitted operation at a much higher 

voltage per core (250 kV compared with 10 ltV), thus reducing greatlY the number of 

accelerating units and consequently minimizing phasing, jitter, and maintenance prob-

. lems. The energy-storage and pulse-shaping device for each core is an oil-filled 

Bl.umlein line with an electrical length of 45 nsec which is bolted directly to the 

aceeler.at!~ \Ul!t. The mri.tlcm 11 A Q!)O ltV tr16soro4 apo.rk-86ll o.nd dur1J:18 operation 

'\ 
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nnnooccond. ' 

Figure 2 shows how two accelerating cavities can be stacked end~to-end to provide 

0.5 .Z.ieV of' energy-gain, and this cut~aw~ sketch also illustrates the placement of' the 

lucite insulators that separate the oil from the vacuum. In f'act 1 we have chosen to 

stack five cavities together to form a. 1.25 MeV. gun section (Fig. 3). A stainless 

\... 

steel rod is placed axially' within these five cavities, its end thl;W providing a. high ;. 

voltage tei'JIIina.l of' 1.25 MeV, upon which is mounted a. field emission cathode. A satis

factory long-lived cathode has been developed in the form of' a small spiral. (8 mm out

aide diameter) of' ho.l.f'~mil tantalum foil. The anode is a. high-transmission grid of' 

fine tungsten' wires. For later parts of the accelerator beyond the gun, we have chosen 

not to stack the cavities together, but 8.l"l''!!..lge them. s1nsJ.y with solenoids in between 

at a unit spMing of one meter. This provides extra. space along the accelerator tbat 

is needed for diagnostics and for other devices to modii"y the beam properties • 

. Table II shows a cOJil,pal'ison of the properties of the Livermore, Dubna, and . 

l!erkeley electrOn linear induction accelerators. 

TABLE II 

Astron Dubna 
accelerator accelerator llerkel.e;y 

(typic81 (typical 
operation) operation) (design) Operation 

1970 ·1969 Nov. '69 Aug. 1 70 

Energy (MeV) 6 1~5 ~-' 1.8* 
(4 by' late 
'70) 

Repetition rate (Hz) ~30' 1'. 1-10 1 

Current (amps)_ 'TOO 200 ~500 1000 

Emittance at full energy 
25 X 10-2 (l-3) X 10-2 . ~ 20 X 10-2 20 X 10-2 in ( cm-ra.d x ") 

Pulse length ( ns) .... 250 ... 200 . 35 45 

Cathode Barium OJd4e .Barium. Oxide Field Emission same 
(Hot) (Hot) (Cold) 

Core material Nickel-Iron Permal.l.ey Ferrite Same 
Tape Tape 

Voltage per core (kV) 9-15 10 250 * ""200-

Number of cores ~~:~650 ""100 9 {later 17~ Bsme 
If- Temporary operation 

• 
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'l'hc l'l'coent l3cl'ltclcy accelerator io capable of the deoien vnlue of 2.25 MeV, but 

hitherto· has operated at 1~8 MeV· because of _limitations in the temporary charging 

supplies. .Th~ chaneeover to the final power supply will take place in October. 

Operation of. the accelerator- particularly with the tantalum- foil cathode- hao 

b_een outstandingly simple and stable. After initial turn-on in. the day, the tune-up 

time takes only a few minutes, operation can_ thereafter be interrupted at will and 

when turned on again; the beam is immediately reproducible. Single-shot operation at. 

random firing . times is also a stable mode of running. 

At present the beam is being used for one shift every day to inject into the 

Compressor IV appa.:ratus (see Fig. 4). In November and December 1970 the energy of the 

accelerator will be raised to 4.25 MeV by the addition of eight more accelerator 

cavities. 

IV Conceptual Studies for a High-Energy Proton Accelerator 

While an electron ring accelerator has application in man;y fields, we have been 

most interested in its i>otential use for acceleration of protons to high energies. 

· FArly studie~ (Feb., 1968) w~ encouraging in suggesting ~t both a compact and 

cheap accelerating structUl.'e could be achieved. In Spring 1970 we pursued a more de

tailed stud1' of a 100 GeV accel.erator in Which the ring is first accelerated in an · 
. 4 

electric column, and later in a magnetic solenoid of slowly-decreasing axial field3, • 

With such a combination, the final energy acquired by a high energy proton can be 

written very · simply: 

E ,.. 'leVef'.f', 

where Veff is the effective potential across the entire electric column, and 1) an 

enhancement factor that has a peak value of 8o for a ring loaded with o.4~ protons. 

Typicallyj . Vf!ff would be 70 - ~of the actual potential. 

The high rate of energy gain possible in this type of accelerator arises for two 
. . 

reasons. First, the well-known advantage of accelerating the protons inside the 

. electron ring leads to an effective mass-ratio enhancement, 1}, over ·the eneriY that R. 

"bare" proton would acquire. Second, the very brief time of passage of the ring past 

an accelerating gap allowo the use of voltage pulses that are sho·rt in duration and 

therefore ce.u be very large. 

The choice of ~ing parameters is a complicated matter, and the logistics of 
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hnndling. the ring. from formo.tion o.nd compression Llu\iUgh the ond of Arr.Al flr~t1on w~ th 

.aVoiqance of instabilities bas been studied in considerable detail5. 

For. the electric column (320 m long) we chose to examine a rather conservative 

. system derived from our experience with the linear induction accelerator. Fig. 5 is a 

schematic of part of the column and shows the placement of the solenoid guide-~ield 

coils and the ferrite. The voltae;e pulse, deri'Ved from a :Bluml.ein line, is 15 ns long, 

vhich is probably too conservative because of the low Jitter recently observed in 

operating the electron accelerator. The column should be capable of an average field 

of 5 M!i fm and coUld vell gi.ve a higher value. A great advantage of induction acceler

ation .is that dimensioDal tolerances are extremely slack, allowing the use of rather 

cheap m_aterials and fabrication methods. 

The magnetic accelerati.Dg column is envisaged as a rather straigb:tf'orward 

magnetic solenoid made up in sections to a total length of 150 m (Fig. 5). The field 

would decrease e.xially 1"rom 30 kG to about 5 kG. 

~·intensity of the accelerator would be lOU- 1012 protons per pulse and 

xoepetition rates up to a few hundred hertz seem quite feasible. 
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Figure Captions 

Schematic section throqgh the o.xis of Compressor 3. 
Acceleration of the electron-ring is to the right. 

Cut-away of two stacke~ induction cavities showing the 

placement of ferrite and the lucite insulator. (The 

feed~tnrough 4e~il fro~ the Blumleia line is an early 

design, later disca.rdedi) 

The arrangement of five stacked cavities to form the 

1.25 MeV guo section. 

The 2 MeV accelerator {upstream of' ladder) and the beam 

transport and diagnostic section leading into Compressor 

IVi 

An axial section of possible induction accelerator cavities 

and magnetic solenoids for .ring acceleration to high energies • 
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l.Ometer 
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Fig. 2 
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such contractor, to the extent that such employee or contractor of the 
Commission, or employee of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or pro
vides access to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 
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